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By GLENN WAGGONER
Assistant Editorial Editor
With statements floating around campus such as,
"students are not happy with the education they are
receiving at Bowling Green" (White Paper), the
question that arises Is what exactly Is wrong with
education here?
A frequent area of criticism is the grading system.
It has been charged by faculty and students alike
that a grading system places the emphasis In college
work not on learning, but on getting the grade, using
whatever tactics necessary.
The prime alternative to grades Is a universal
pass-fall system. The Institution of this system at
Bowling Green Is one of the suggestions made by
the White Paper.
The White Paper Commission said that "no amount
of preaching the virtues of disinterested learning
would suffice to redirect the process unless some
radical measures were taken to remove the feeling
that the grade Is all that Is Important because of
the pressures exerted by competition for success."
p
ass-foil system suggested
The commission decided that a universal passfall system should be substituted for the entire'
undergraduate grading system.
"This change should be phased In by degrees In
order to avoid too drastic a dislocation, but it
should be considered a matter of university policy
and not an experiment," the White Paper stated.
The action was urged by the White Paper to make
students, faculty, and administration see "education
as a situation leading to creative development rather
than the accumulation of grade-point averages."
Dr. Trevor J. Phillips, director of the honors
program and a member of the White Paper com-

Universal pass-fail
system...
can it work?
mission commented further on the position taken In
the White Paper.
"As far as I'm concerned, grades and learning
are opposltes," he said. "Students do their work
for grades, not for learning."
"From the time a child taking piano lessons
first gets a gold star for a performance, he begins
to be more Interested in getting another gold star
than whether he likes playing the piano," Dr. Phillips said.
Dr. Phillips stated that more emphasis In education should be placed on the student himself.
"It Is really not as Important what a professor
says a student Is worth In the form of a grade, but
r-jrst in a series
what a student feels he's worth," he commeted.
"Learning is a function of the person, not the professor," Dr. Phillips said, "and less Importance
should be placed on the professor."
Dr. Phillips said that If a pass-fall system was
Initiated, the brighter students would probably have
a tendency to slack off In their work, because there
would be little pressure to compete with the goal of
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Cities beat Vote 19
purpose but not spirit
Tuesday's defeat at the polls
of the proposal to lower the voting age to 19 does not spell de-

Six bow out
of Council act
By JIM SMITH
Issue Editor
When the ballots are tallied
late tonight, Student Council will
find Itself with at least a halfdozen new faces. Six of the eight
representatives whose terms have
expired chose not to seek reelection.
Reasons for the move varied
among the individuals, but the
primary factor seems to be a
sense of futility concerning Council's role in student affairs.
"Student Council has no potential except as in an advisory capacity to the administration," Con
tended Dan War field, one of the
six bowing out. "The only other
possible way It could serve students would be as a corporation
generating capital for student-oriented projects."
He doesn't plan to abandon University affairs entirely, however,
as he Intended to retain his position as member of the President's Code Committee.
Cheryl Aldrlch shares Warfield's opinions concerning the Irrelevence of Council, so she likewise decided not to run again.
"I got tired of the way we
were playing games and weren't
getting things done In Council,"
she commented, "I found, also,
that It was Just too time consuming, and I didn't want to be
a Council member If I didn't have
time to do the job properly."
She placed part of the blame
for the body's so-called lrrele(Turn to page 4)

feat for the young people, according to Peter UJvagi, co-chairman
of "Volunteers for Vote 19" In
Toledo.
"We'll be back," UJvagi announced yesterday as he revealed
the organization's plans to put the
Issue on next year's November
ballot.
' The organization will soon start
a petition drive in Lucas County,
hoping to get 50,000 names In its
part In the state-wide drive for
at least 458,000 names.
The petitions will be presented
to the stage legislature, asking for
the passage of a bill which will
put the Issue before the voters
once again.
UJvagi said many political observers were surprised at the
narrow margin of defeat. The latest tally of the votes was 1,167,520
for and 1,272,406 against.
And, surprisingly, it was the
rural areas that carried the Issue, exactly the opposite of what
was expected.
"The cities beat us," said
UJvagi.
He said next year's campaign
will consequently concentrate on
reaching the blue-collar workers
In the city.
He also attributed the loss to
apathy and misunderstanding on the
part of the voters. He said the
voters did not have the correct
view of youth, and the organization could not dissipate their fears
of the irresponsibility of young
people.
He hopes that more time and
money will enable "Volunteers
(or Vote 19" to reach the public more effectively this time,
and he is certain of a victory in
1970.
UJvagi said a victory for Vote
19 in Ohio would have been, and
still could be, a great Influence
on the rest of the country.

good grades removed.
"A pass-fall system won't be successful without
an accompanying change in student and faculty attitudes toward education," Dr. Phillips said.
System needs time
"But we can't change attitudes overnight, so at
first use the system will probably result in chaos "
Dr. Phillips said. "This Is why the White Paper
advocates the pass-fall system at the 100 and 200
course level, at first, to make It a less radical
change," he added.
"In the long run, we hope that a universal passfall system will attract students to the University
who want more from an education than good grades
and who will make the new system work," Dr.
Phillips said. "It is then that a greater change
will have been accomplished than merely changing
the name of the existing system."
Dr. Phillips said he knew of no programs Initiated
by the University for study of a pass-fall system,
although various groups such as the Association of
American University Professors (AAUP) have discussed the White Paper.
Dr. Charles A. Leone, dean of the graduate school
taught a course on a pass-fall basis in 1953 at the
University of Kansas until his students decided they
didn't like the idea and voted to revert back to a
grading system.
"I would have taught any way they wanted, but
it seems that the good students wanted more than a
P for their efforts," Dr. Leone said. "This does
show that the pass-fall system Is far from a new
idea," he added.
"But II seems today, more than a decade later
that the academic air is different. Students don't
appear as preoccupied with grades, so maybe they
(Turn to Page 3)
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asolrants made their final,
final fervent
forv«n»
Fourteen Student Council aspirants
appeal for votes last night during a "Meet the Candidates" session in the Student Services Building forum.
"I'm running because I believe In Student Council," said Beth
Larlmore, "and I feel that I can best serve Bowling Green through
participation in student government." She pledged to be "responsible to, and representative of students."
Janice Skaper lashed out at the advocates of abolishing Council,
charging that the body serves as a forum for student opinion. "We
have to Inform parents, alumni and faculty of what is going on at
the University," she Insisted, "and Student Council is the best way
to accomplish this."
Ken Sloan contended that Council can become a relevant organization, but that hard work is required. "If Council is lackadaslcal,"
he said, "nothing will be accomplished. We need a strong, constructive Council."
These sentiments were echoed by Marti Shaw. "Student Council
needs responsible people who are willing to put a lot of time and
effort into their Jobs." She added that Council must become more
involved In problems directly facing students.
"The effectiveness of Student Council," claimed Huss Blackburn,
"Is due largely to the members, but also to the student body." He
cited a need to prod the students and provide them with a central
point of Interest, Student Council.
Incumbant Eric Furry also called for a more aggressive membership In Council. Labeling the present body a " defeatist council",
he said that the past success of Council lay In the instigation of
various services, and promised to work toward this if elected.
"Student Council can be a very powerful voice," Insisted Donna
Galoor, "especially In the determination of the activities students
take part in. Any problems Council has, she added, lie not with
Its structure, but with the Individual members.
"Apathy Is the keyword," according to Patricia Shlpman. While
remarking that apathy Is not actually an Issue, she Insisted that
It is a problem.
She suggested the requirement of a certain number of social
hours—club activities, etc.--for fraduatlon In an effort to curb
the apathy.
Lack of communications, and not apathy, was cited as the prime
problem by Nancy Rlegle. She complained that students never hear
of Council's activities, and added, "It Is Council's responsibility to
let students know what they're doing."
Jeff Sherman pointed to a need for reform in Council and suggested establishing special legislative research committees to
prepare better legislation. "Let's use these reforms to answer
the question of Council's effectiveness," he said, "If they fafly
then we can consider abolishing it."
Mike Sprague viewed Council's relevance problem as a vicious
circle. "Students won't vote because they feel Council Is Inadequate," he said, "and Council won't do anything because they
don't have a mandate." He added that Council should be a motlvatlve body and spur students to act.
One individual felt that the BG News was to blame for the poor
turnout In last week's primary.
Cliff Spires charged that the News had not adequately publicized the event, and that it was the paper's responslbllty to do so.
He added that the News had misrepresented facts In criticizing
Council's slowness in editorials.
Former representative Russ Haber called for changing the channels of power at the University. Instead of having power flow from
"a small elite", he Insisted that powers must come from the
bottom--from students.
The only way student government can obtain powers to serve students, he added, Is through incorporation.
"There Is a lot of potential at Bowling Green," said Dwalne
Zltco. "You should all remember that Council Is here to serve
you." He said that students could show their strength by voting In
the election.
Two candidates, Don Schutte and Elaine Salamon, had prior committments and were unable to attend.
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End Council - don't vote
Student Council elections are today, and the
News again urges the student body not to vote.
Council's performance throughout this quarter
the extremely poor turnout in the primary election
and the powcrlessncss of council ull make it quite
obvious that it is a losing proposition, regardless
of who is elected.
Student Council is in an even worse position
than it was last year when the News urged the
students not to vote. There is no dynumic leadership in the executive branch, the students are ignoring it totally, and the council members themselves (eight of whom are not up for re-election)
would rather bicker than do anything for the students.
The members are deserting their own organization like rats leaving a sinking ship, and if anyone should know what it is like being on Student
Council, they should. Only two of the eight persons eligible for re-election are trying to keep
their seats.
Instead of wasting valuable time and effort on
the absurdities of a powerless organization, slndcnls should be working for the abolition of StuCouncil and the establishment of a Universitywide community council.

A community council would include students, faculty and administrators on completely equal terms
in an organization that would have power to make
decisions and review decisions made by administrators.
It is time for the students to realize thay are not
a separate entity in the University, but members
of a community—a community whose three segments
huve intertwining interests and problems that can
only be reconciled by a council consisting of members from ull of the segments.
The most concrete proposal for the establishment of such a council is in the White Paper presented by the commission to study the mission of
the University.
The White Paper states: "The commission recommends the creation of a Community Council, structured so as to be representative of the faculty, student, and staff segments of the university.
"It is suggested that this proposed Community
Council replace the existing President's \dvisory Council. Uy broadening the representative base
of the present President's Advisory Council and
providing a forum for the discussion of matters of
general policy, the Community Council would afford the closest approach to meaningful participa-

Students9 part
By GREG THATCH
Student Body President
During the past few weeks there has been much controversy concerning Student Council. The major problem with council, however,
Is not with Its structure, but rather with the effectiveness of Its
members.
In view of this, It Is an utmost necessity that you,
the student, take a good, strong look at the'candldates seeking council positions.
Student Council needs members with a sincere interest in student government. These representatives
must have the Initiative to seek out and tackle the ■"
problems that face the entire University community, j
Be sure of your vote- -know the candidates and
rapport only those whom you feel are qualified, j
You need not vote for the entire slate of eight members.
People talk of power In student government--why
we need It and how It Is attained--I agree that power Is a necessity,
but this power can only.be attained through you, the student.
Student government has as much power as you give It. Only your
backing, you Interest, and your Involvement and support can make
student government an Institution of true power.
And this support can be shown through a good turnout of the polls
today.
Some feel that Student Council should be abolished. This, however.
Is backing aray from the real problem.
Student Council Is designed to be the voice of the student body.
When recognized as such, council Is a tremendously vital faction of
the University community.
Student government offers many programs that both service you,
the student, and necessitate your Involvement for success. The numerous committees and boards are working well. They are an outstanding example of strong Involvement In student government.
Council now needs a strong legislative branch, willing to work, to
seek and to solve problems through well-researched and meaningful
legislation.
Student government has a definite responsibility to the students,
but, the students also have a responsibility to Student Council.
For Student Government to be both a responsible and true voice of
the students, for It to attain the power that leads to advancement and
success, It needs you--through your voice at the polls you can give
student government the voice It needs to represent vou.
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tion of the entire university community in decision making.
Kith a community council, the University would
betakinga tremendous step.in the direction of creative, representative governance. Segments of the
University which could only recommend before,
the faculty and students, would be participants
in decision making.
If and when a community council is begun, students may still want to keep a student government
oriented towards providing services, and this is

fine.
Certain boards, such us those concerned with
Homecoming and Orientation, could be kept active, but Student Council as a legislative and governing body should be abolished.
If students want a meaningful voice in the decision making at the University, they should abandon the hope that Student Council will be anything more than what it is now and should start
working for the community council.
The quickest way to kill Student Coiyicil is not
to vote, so the News emphasizes that any student
tired of the ineffectiveness of Student Council
should show that he hus no confidence in it by
looking for something better.

. . IUT. THEN. THIS ISNT REALLY A WAR.
X
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letters to the editor
Corporate structured council needed
In Letters to the Editor we have
read that the University Party
members were lazy do-nothings,
ramping radicals and even a bunch
of Communists.
Now Is election time and there
are two candidates proudly flying
the U.P. banner.
During the present fall quarter
U.P. members were down on the
structure of Student Council and
we will give you the rationale of
their reasons.
Dan Warfleld almost single
handedly constructed the University Code that was passed by
council last winter. He has been
on the Code Committee since Its
Inception and the progress made
with that committee Is negligible.
(We are still working under the
administrations' Interim Code.)
He has decided that it would
be better to work away from the
"Grant of Powers" handed down
to Student Council by the Board
of trustees.
He wants to do this by bringing
courses to the administration by
ad hoc groups of students who are
dissatisfied with prevailing policies.
Rich Scnager favored a stronger
form of government on campus
where there would be students,
faculty, and administrators in a
community council.
This would have provided for
greater communication and more
unity among the University segments in Implementing bills passed
by a community council. Student
Council voted down this proposal.

Don Scherzer saw the Inadequacies of Student Council and he
wanted a referendum put on the
ballot of the Student Council
elections. He wanted Student Council to be Judged by Its constituents.
It was his belief that positive
acUons (morltorlum, housing boycott 2 years ago, Rodger's
"Illegal" Open House last year)
were the endeavors of special Interest groups rather than Student
Council.
Student Council voted
down this bill also.
We have great admiration for
these 3 people and the rest of the
U.P. members who are not running again; Cheryl Aldrtch, Barb
Baker, Jim Harris and Jim Jones.
They all did a great Job and deserve a great deal of credit.
These people are off council
but their activity to make Bowling
Green a better place for Its students will not cease but merely
take different forms.
I Imagine you are probably asking yourself, "why are these two
guys running for Student Council
if it Is such a mess?"
Our main objective on our fourpoint platform is to make Student
Council a corporation. This will
add three new dimensions to Student Council and hopefully a fourth.
The three dimensions which are
available to any corporation are 1)
it can conduct financial tranactlons, 2) It can hold property,
3) It can take legal action.
The fourth dimension Is that
since each student Is a share-

holder of this student body, he
will take a greater Interest In its
activities.
It is up to us to earn this fourth
dimension. We hope that we can do
it by providing monetary advantages (that's the best way of getting
anybody's interest). We can get
set up for a student book exchange, student housing co-ops,
and student loan association.
To sum it up, It is very clear
that the University Party is unhappy with the exslstlng structure
of Student Council and we are
running to change It
Russell Haber
Eric Furry
519 Thurstin

Not the case
This Is in reference to Mr.
Relsman's statement in the Nov.
4 BG News to the effect that the
Greeks represent the majority
opinion.
I want to make it perfectly
clear that the Greek opinion does
not represent my opinions and I
don't consider myself a member of
any minority group.
I don't believe that the actual
case Is that the Greeks speak or
maintain opinions of what the
majority of students on this campus are thinking.
Jeff L. Campbell
449 & Enterprise
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Educators see pros, cons in pass-fail plan
(Continued from Page 1)
would be more receptive to a pass-fall system,"
Dr. Leone said.
"I would hate to see It started here and turn Into
a tent for lneptness, where students could do anything they want and get by," Dr. Leone remarked.
"The attitude could be that If D work Is as acceptable as A work towards earning a P under a passfall system, why work any harder than necessary to
pass?" he continued, commenting further that the
success of the system If started would depend on the
students.
Dr. Leone cited the difficulty In a pass-fall system
of screening candidates for graduate school without
the detailed records that a system of grades provides.
He said that in a pass-fall system, there would be
a much greater stress on obtaining letters of reccomendatlon from professors.
"This would place a heavy letter-writing load on
professors, but Its nothing new because we have to
contend with a lot of It now anvway." Dr. Leone said.
Opposition from °lacemen»

-News photo by Mid* Poale

REAL EDUCATION? -- Because students have expressed views
that the stress on grades hinders real learning, educators are now
giving some attention to the'merits of a universal pass-fail system at BG.

The Idea of a universal pass-fall system met with
strong opposition from the Placement Service.
"A pass-fall system here, for graduating seniors,
would be dlsasterous for recruiting purposes," said
James L. Galloway, placement director.
"The only standardized means of evaluating a
student's performance, other than student teaching,
is by a grade-point system," he explained. "And
even student teaching Is rated In accordance with a
student achievement."
"Grade-point averages are not only used for the
comparison of one Bowling Green student to another,"
said Mike Kuhlln, placement assistant. "They are
also evaluated by recruiters when comparing our
students with those at other universities."
Several recruiters also expressed opposition to the
pass-fall system.
"Take two people with the same types of personality, working experience, educational background and
other qualities I look for when Interviewing candidates," said John Johnson, from the Napolean school
system, " and tell me what criteria, other than
grades, are available for evaluation."

ROTC, officials respond
to White Paper questions
(Editor's Note: The following Is the final of a two-part
series.)
By STEPHEN BLANKET
Staff Writer
In the University's "White Paper," the question arose as to
whether academic credit should be

Survey seeks
parking cures
Parking services this month will
survey the use and availability
of parking spaces.
The University Parking Committee decided Tuesday a survey
was needed of all prime lots, excluding the outer stadium lots.
The survey will attempt to disclose the use of the prime lots,
at what times they are filled and
when vacancies occur.
The suggestions of outside consultants on the Bowling Green
State University parking situation
were also discussed. The suggestions of the consultants Included
the reclasslficationof vailouslots,
clearly separated faculty-staff and
student lots and the Installation
of controlled access (gated) lots.
The Installation of the 19 needed
gates will cost $27,990. At present, final Installation of gates
will be delayed until a decision
has been reached by the committee.
Discussion also covered making
metered spaces available for short
stops (15 minutes) In front of
the Union,
the Administration
Building and the Library. Decision on these spaces will hinge
on the outcome of the survey.-

glven for Army and Air Force
HDTC, and whether military Instructors should be accorded faculty rank.
"This Is on* of the areas where
the University ought to make a decision," Said Dr. Richard Carpenter, professor of English and
White Paper committee member.
II in a non-academic activity
and although the country needs
the military, the University doesn't
have to provide it. Dr. Carpenter said.
Relating to the report, Dr. Carpenter added, "Pm In favor of
the way It stands In the provision."
"We didn't discuss It much,"
said Dr. Trevor Phillips, director of the honors program. "But
It is an issue the University should
look Into," he added.
"There were no outspoken critics, and we decided there were
more fundamental things to consider," Dr. Phillips said. "We
weren't there to take a stand,
but to study the mission of the
University."
"Once these missions were decided upon, we looked at every
aspect,
Including ROTC," Dr.
Phillips said:
Dr. Louis' Katzner, assistant
professor of philosophy, recently
discussed the White Paper In his
classes. Taking the part of the
"devil's advocate," he discussed
both sides of the controversy.
"The two main Issues "for"
ROTC Include the beliefs that
It will tend to help humanize the
armed forces, and show us that
we have to staff our military establishment In order for the country to survive," Dr. Katzner said.
"Much objection Is due to the
reaction of the war and not ROTC
ltsen." he said. "But the object-

November 6th
Support
Ken Sloan & Cliff Spires
for Council Representatives
Put Constructive Action
Back in Council

Wayne Ward, recruiting for Sohlo, took a stronger
position against the pass-fall system.
"My company has indicated to me that we would
discontinue recruiting at any university that could
not provide transcripts of students' grades," he said.
Grades count
"A student has little control over the interview
situation when talking with a recruiter," Ward said.
"But the one thing a student has to his advantage,
and control over, is his accomplishments In college
and how they have been evaluated—namely grades.
If students give up this identity, they will lose an
Important source of determining their Individual
merits, and make It an almost impossible task of
evaluation," Ward concluded.
There are some programs presently available to
students on a completely pass-fall basis. In these
courses the only marks given are S for satisfactory
and U or F for failure.
These programs include courses in student teaching,
required courses In health and physical education,
honors seminars, and library science.
According to the recent University bulletin, a Junior
or senior may select one course per quarter for
which he Is graded on a pass-fall basis. This course
may not be one In his major, minor, or group requirements. Regardless of whether he passes or
falls, the grade will not be considered in his accumulative point average.

Dinner Ring
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ions to ROTC are that it represses
creativity and doesn't belong with
the University."
M.A. Garuti, Army ROTC, issued a Joint statement from Army
and Air Force ROTC having to
do with Instructors holding academic faculty rank. It stated:
"Academic rank for military
Instructors Is a matter of dramatizing for them and the academic community that they are
subject to the academic procedures
and traditions of the University.
"Dep-lvlng the Instructor of that
rank would probably not be of
great personal significance. However, It does help the University
administrator Integrate the whole
faculty.
"Academic rank Is customarily
conferred not only on the basis of
educational achievement, but on
knowledge, experience and responsibility, and this Is common practice among universities throughout the United States."
Col. Garuti then went on to say
anyone could sit In on ROTC classes or check the qualifications of
the lnstructorslf In doubt on whether academic credit should be given.
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Faculty begins Union study
By HOLLY HUTTON
Staff Reporter
The Faculty Senate's committee to Investigate faculty advising of Union-sponsored activities
Is already at work looking Into
the feasibility of a Union advisory
committee.
Dr. Paul Parnell, chairman of
the Investigating committee, said
that since faculty advising for the
present system "has dwindled"
the Faculty Senate recommended
the advisory committee.
"The faculty has no voice as
a group, only as a number of Individuals," Parnell said.
"It's worth a try to try to bring
cultural events back Into the realm
of Union sponsorship through the
establishment of such a committee," Parnell said. "It seems
the mildest and most practical
way."

The Investigation, according to
Parnell, "was a direct outgrowth
of the censorship done by the Union
director In the Spring of 1968."
This episode Included " the removal of a painting from the Graduate Art Show without notifying the
student or giving a satisfactory
explanation of his actions."
Parnell said he regretted the
remarks of President William T.
Jerone III made In his report to
the Senate but declined to make
any comment as to the effect of
Dr. Jerome's statement on the success of the resolution.
According to Dr. Joseph K. Balogh, chairman of the President's
Advisory Committee (PAC), the
establishment of the Union Advisory Committee "may conceivably come up In the nest President's Advisory Council meeting
scheduled for Nov. 13."

Council's declining role
kills re-election incentive

(Continued from page 1)
vance on the shoulders of the students.
"Students are apathetic to Council," she Insisted, " they never
cared what we did."
Another representative who decided not to seek another term
In Barbara Baker. She believes It
Is a hindrance rather than a stimulus to progress.
"Student Council discourages
people from taking things Into their
own hands," she charged. "If the
cause Is good enough, people will
take a part In It." She cited the
Vietnam Moratorium and last
year's Rodger's Autonomy drive
as examples. Both of these activities she said were done chiefly
outside of the realm of Council.
Miss Baker plans to remain actlve in University affairs through

LASALLE'S SEMIANNUAL
ANNEX FABRIC
SALE & SHOW

participation
on
the various
boards, which she Insists are the
only Important parts of the Council
structure.
Don Scherzer also plans to take
an active part In "Jnlverslty affairs, despite his decision not to
run for re-election.
He cited his chief Interest as
the enactment of a community
council In a governing, rather than
advisory capacity.
"Student Council as It Is now,
Is meaningless and Ineffective,"
he said. "It's not capable of communication or gaining the respect
of the University community in
general."
Scherzer believes that Council's
principal roadblock Is an obsession
with utilizing "proper channels"
to get things done. "I think that
more can be done outside the structure than within," he said, "Council has no power base of authority."
Jim Harris and Jim Jones, the
other representatives who decided
not to seek re-election were unavailable for comment.
Two representatives, however,
believe that Student Council Is far
from dead and decided to seek reelection to office. Both felt they
were too deeply Involved In specific Council projects to bow out at
this time.
"I have a couple of pieces of
legislation before Council at the

present time," said Don Schutte,
" and their initiation requires a
continuous effort," This effort, he
feels would be hampered If he had
to work outside the body.
While Schutte believes that
Council Is not strong at this time,
he feels that It can gain momentum In the future . . . .especially
through a student body corporation.
It was Schutte's bill, passed at
the last Council meeting, that provided for a committee to Investigate the possibility of Incorporating the University's student body.
Eric Furry also feels he Is too
Involved In various Council programs to relinquish his seat.
He doesn't think that the new
Council structure has had ample
time to be tested fairly.
"It will take time and work."
Furry said, "but I think that Council can become much better."
The best type of body to further the University effort, he feels,
would be a community council.
Furry speculates, however, that
such an organization Is a "long
way off."
Furry believes that Student
Council still has a great degree
of relevance on campus.
"Council has a loud voice," he
said, "but it is heard more outside the student body than within
It." Incorporation of the student
body, he contends, will change this.

Davidow couturier samples
from New York, London, Paris workrooms

Comp. at 12.98 - NOW699
16.98 a yd.
a yd.
One-of-a-kind fall woolens from the most famous name in Lasalles Little Shop! Elegant imports, original American
designs seen in ready to wear that sells for $150 and more! Kurry!

Plain or bonded famous

Save solid color

make wools-blends.

fleece robe fabrics

Now Appearing
Comp. at 2.99-3.99 a yd.

| . 2 7

Mill closeout of samples, blends
of polyesters. 54" wide or more.
Solid or fancy. Only 1300 yards

Reg. $2 a yd.

VVy

45" wide washable
nylon acetate. A first time
sale on 'Winella'. Hurry!

3 day sale!
High fashion
Concord's kettle cloth
patchwork cotton prints
45' wide yd 3.99
Sew the new look with the real
thing. This material seen in fashion
fashion magazines everywhere!

Reg $2 a yd 1.69
Popular 45" polyester blend of
Fortrel R and cotton; solids
or prints while they last.

LASALLE'S

Fantastic
Live
Entertainment
Tuesday
thru
Saturday
Thursday nite
Ladies nite
No Cover
for GIRLS
FOR SWINGERS
FROM 18 TO 80
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Portend candidate discovers new trend

Writer challenges black artists

John S. Scott

A University playwright has
challenged black writers to separate themselves from the white
world by catering to an expanding Black theatre-going public.
John a Scott, play-right, Instructor and a doctoral candidate
at the University, believes that
an "Introspective Isolationism" Is
the only way that the black artist
can view man from an unbiased
perspective.
"Black writers are creating a
new system of values that we are
calling black values. To avoid
suffocation by white values and
while Ideas, we must Isolate ourselves to redefine our lconology
uid
our aesthetics," contends
Scott, a former junior high school
teacher from Toledo.
"Black people have lived a different life than white people, and
they should zero in on their black
experience."
Scott, who Is writing his dissertation on the study of racial
conflict In drama during the past
10 years, contends that black

theatre Is closely allied to black
power.
"Art Is no longer just a creative element for serious black
writers ... but must be allied
with the social, political and economic survival which is associated with black power," he said.
Une of Scott's most significant
observations In his study of 25
plays concerning racial conflict
is the switch In confrontation from
"white versus black" In the late
1950's and early 1960's to the
"black versus black" in the late
•60's.
In earlier plays, the plot generally centers around an Immediate crisis caused by racial discrimination which may range from
a street fight between black and
white ghetto youths to an emotional struggle resulting from the
rejection of an educated black man
by his white peers.
In the most recently published
plays, however, Scott found black
characters who have difficulties

in coming to grips with themselves and other blacks — such
as the conflict between black militants and black passlvlsts — due
to long-standing prejudices toward
each other.
The playwright sees this confrontation between blacks as a significant step in the blacks attempt
to exclude the color and racial
differences in viewing all men.
Scott believes that black wri-

ters should gear their works toward a black audience. And if
black playwrights are sensitive
to their task, he contends there
will be a significant Increase In
the number of black theatre-goers.
"Black playwrights should ha/e
the imagination and sensitivity to
attract black viewers," he said.
However, he refutes the idea that
only black writers can write about
blacks.

jeff

SHERMAN
dwaine

ZITCO
for
Student Council

ftke Ellie

before she has
1.74 children.
Just drop a film cartridge
into a Kodak Instamatic
camera and Ellie's yours.
For keeps. In beautiful
color snapshots or
color slides. Indoors,
pop on a flashcube.
What could be easier?

Kodak Instamatic color cameras. From less man sl0.
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Republicans win
governors' races

SELECTED MERCHANDISE
- Skirts
-Suits
- Costumes
-Dresses
- Jumpers

Clothes
Hack
51S E. Wooittr

WASHINGTON (A P) - President
Nixon and Republican National
Chairman Roger C.B. Morton contended that GOP triumphs In New
Jersey and Virginia governor elections represent solid popular support for the administration's policies, particularly regarding Vietnam.
Democratic National Chairman
Fred R. Harris said he was most
pleased with his party's victories
In mayoral contests and a special
New Jersey House race. He contended the governors' elections
turned largely on state Issues but
conceded Nixon's election eve
speech on Vietnam "probably had
some Impact."
"For the short run," Harris
told reporters, "presidents can
always get some support from the
people on the war and peace Issue."
Nixon, obviously jubilant, said
victories by William T. Cahlll in
New Jersey and Llnwood Holton
In Virginia, giving the Republicans 32 of the nation's 50 state
houses, plus what he called a
favorable public response to his
speech, would help quiet war critics on Capitol Hill.
Nixon, who campaigned for both

Cahlll and Holton, said their Democratic rivals tried to make Ms
administration an issue and that in
New Jersey Democratic nominee
Robert B. Meyner made Vietnam
"an up-and-down Issue."
Sen. Charles E. Goodell, R.
N.Y., noted that Mayor John V.
Lindsay was re-elected In New
York City on a platform stressing opposition to Nixon's war policies, but said, "I don't think
Vietnam was the chief issue" in
any of the elections.
While Nixon could take a great
deal of pride In victories by Holton and Cahlll, Goodell told a news
conference, "I don't think that nationally this Is either an endorsement or a repudiation of the President's policies,"
Morton, noting the Republican
National Committee had mounted a
major effort In New Jersey and
Virginia, said reaction to Nixon's
speech "was certainly a major
factor." He cited a Gallup Poll
showing that 77 per cent of those
who heard it supported the President's pollcty.
"It seems that the great silent
majority of Americans might have
done some talking at the polls
yesterday," he added.

Barrell retains council seat
Seven lncumbants, one of them
a University
professor, were
among the eight city councllmen
chosen by Howling Green voters
Tuesday.
Dr. Charles A. Barrell, professor of political science, was
among the three councllmen-atlarge selected to serve the twoyear term.
Barrell Is one of
two Democrats elected.
The only newcomer to council
Is Republican Charles E. Bartlett, who defeated lncumbant Democrat Jackson L. Miller In the
race for the 4 th Ward seat.
The vote was:

President of Council—Russell
S. Cross, Jr., 2,285, Melvln L.
Browning, 1,187; Treasurer—Robert G. Roper, 2,150, Margaret
Newlove, 1,348;
Councllman-at-large—(3 to be
selected)—Charles A. Barrell, 2,
012, Thomas M. Carroll, 2,156,
Paul W. I.add, 2,234; Dan P. Millar, 1,059;
1st Ward—Austin Sweeney, 193;
Richard Camp, 163; 2nd WardDavid G. Elsass, 513, Joseph R.
Vlcek, 310; 3rd Ward—I.loyd I..
Shelton, 676, Charles J. Cranny,
526; 4th Ward, Charles E. Bartlett, 598, Jackson L. Miller, 399.

Kanffn, with the Spirit
of Sweden.

Made for the man
who would please the
most demanding women
in the world.

NICHOLS
TRADITIONAL
AND MEN'S CLOTHIERS
109 S. Main Si.

\
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We're looking for
real people.
Not 9-to-5 mannequins. We want self-starters. Imaginative types. Ambitious types. Real people with
backgrounds in business administration, finance,
economics, accounting—people working toward a
master's or bachelor's degree. People who'd be
excited to start out in one of the most progressive financial institutions in the Midwest. That's

what we are. A bank. A big one. And growing all
the time. We're first, time and again, with better
services for the people of Detroit. We're innovators.
And we're looking for more. If you'd be interested in
working with people who have no interest in putting
you in a rut, make an appointment to meet with our
representative through your placement counselor.
He'll be on campus November 19,1968

BANK OF THE COMMONWEALTH
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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For Washington Moratorium

Peace group offers rides
Bus service will be provided
to the Nov. 14 and 15 Vietnam
Moratorium In Washington, O.C.
by the Ohio Peace Action Committee, according to member John
McCormlck, who Is organizing the
service In Bowling Green.
Money tor the
trip will be
raised tomorrow with a "rail and

rally" at 8 p.m. In the Forum
of the Student Services Building.
The rally will feature folk singers
and possibly some bands, McCormlck said.
The cost of the trip per rider
Is $18. Seats on the buses are
on a first come, first serve basis,
with as many students to be taken

as possible. Seats may be reserved by contacting McCormlck
In the south end of the Union.
The buses will leave Nov. 14
and return late the next day. Cars
will carry the marchers to Toledo, where they will board the
buses.
So far approximately 35persons
have signed up for the bus service, McCormlck said. An estimated 100 persons will be going
to Washington, D.C. from the University, however.

KATIE
COMPTON

Business offers new
undergraduate major

Happy
Birthday

Jack of alt trades.

LOVE, CHUCK
TF

Master of one.

You p<obably know lock
In foe', you probably know him lo be
very good.
Bui at good a* Jock it, >' he were to
com* lo work for ui, we could leach
htm a lew things.
for •■ample, while he may know a
t.ttle about o lol of carl. he doesn't
know all about our litlfe can. So first
thing, we'd lend him lo o VW Training
School.
There he'd Itorn our carl mud* and
owl. By taking oporl every pan and pulling it back together, tune alter rtme.
He'd olio leorn how lo use our ioe-

del looU Nol |U»l becauie they work
beder, but became they olio help him
do belter work
He'd e.en leorn thai he'd never Hop
learning Because later, 01 we'd moke
chongei, we'd leach him Ihe chongei.
On our lime and ol our expense, initeod
of on your cor and at your expenie.
O) cowrie, while oil this would make
Jack o matter ol Rung VW«. RiUig VWl
land only VWil mighl nol moke Jock
hoppy.
But ihen, that would eaploin one very
important thing. Why Jock im't with ui
•n the Rnl place

■»twi photo by Brian St*H«n>

CHILD PRODIGIES -Over 30 area children participate in the
University children's music program each Saturday.

The College of Business Administration has announced a new major In the area of International
Business.
Although courses In International Business have been offered on
the graduate level for several
years, the University Is one of
the few schools In the nation offering a four-year program on
the undergraduate level.

OPEN TONITE!!!
Mon.-Wed. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Thurt. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
FRI. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
SAT. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.'

For Those Who Care To Look Their Very Best

Me*, *.(»■** -TMf V p.m

LM LI

Rkht, he*

Colonial Barber Shop

flOfiui «f It. 224 Eist
[Off ff. FleJI.y 1fcepp|„ C««tof)
" : 4B4434 TuEJ. 0M*

125 E. Court St

35«581

"It's really quite a flexible
program tor people who are not
majors, but want to take International business courses," said
William Hosklns, director of the
program.
Hosklns said the program Is
oriented toward Liberal Arts and
provides students with an area
of business concentration as well
as an International specialization.
The flret two years of study
provide a general background of
Liberal Arts. The third year emphasizes basic business .courses
and the final year stresses business functions In a foreign environment.
With prior approval, credit toward a degree may be obtained
for study abroad or for foreign
employment.
"Introduction to Multinational
Business" (390), "Management of
International Operations" (440)
and "Current Issues In International Business" (4 50) will be offered next quarter.

ATTENTION SENIORS
You can still have your
yearbook portrait taken
Make Appointments By Friday, Nov. 7
AT One Of These Studios :
Jack Weissbrod
123 W. Wooster
354-9041

Portraits by Howards
432'2 E. Wooster
354-5702

Gary L. Hager Studios
724'/2 S. Summit
3535885

SPECIFICATIONS :
1. Head size of portrait: 1 3/4" (from top of head to bottom of chin)
2. Background of portrait: solid medium gray
3. Dress for portrait: women - dark round necked sweater, no jewelry
men - dark coat and tie; light shirt
4. Fee for portrait: photographer's sitting fee plus $3.00 to be billed later
5. Deadline for portrait: Glossy print must be turned into KEY Office,
310 Student Services Bldg., Ho Later than Hov. 19

NO PORTRAITS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER THIS DATE
6. Fill out Activities Cord at KEY Office

ANY QUESTIONS - CONTACT THE KEY OFFICE Exr. 372-2140 or 372-2656
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106 University Hall
Dial 372-2710

Rates: 40? per line per day. 2
lines minimum, average of 5 wortts
per line.
Deadlines: 5 p.m. two days before date of publication.
The BG News reserves the right
to edit or reject any classified
advertisement placed.
Printed errors, which In the News'
oolnlon deter from the value of
;the advertisement, will be rectified free of charge If reported
In person within 48 hours of publication.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Apartment to share lor two girls
2nd and 3 rd quarter. Call 3527084.
Fender Pro-Reverb Amp Barley
used, perfect cond.
Call 3520187 after 4 p.m.
For Rent: Lg. room with bath for
women students. Near college. Call
353-6955 days: 352-0630 evenings.
1959 Willy's Jeep; $650, exc. Cond.
Call 353-1891.
For Sale, 1967 Windsor DLx mobile home, completely furnished,
ready for you to move in. Will
sell reasonably. Single bedroom.
Ph. 354-3704 or 3525721.
Super Reverb amp. & Guitar Call
354-2604.
Roommate wanted for second third
quarter all Greenvlew 352-0578.
Wanted: Male roommate for 2nd
and 3rd quarters. Call 352-1562.
For Sale: '64 Chevelle SS. wide
ovals, chromes. Must sell 3538833.
'65 Pontlac I.eMans conv. New
tires - $1200 - Bruce
25858.

Theater showing
The University Theater begins its second major production of the year tonight.
"The Inspector General,"
bjr Nlcolai Gogol, will be performed tonight, tomorrow and
Saturday In the Main Auditorium, University Hall.
Admission for the performances, which begin at 8 p.m.
Is $1 for adults, 25 cents for
children and 10 cents for students. Students must present
Identification cards before
purchasing tickets.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost- Gray and White, Long Haired, Male Kitten, White Paws,
child's pet. Reward Call 354-4652.
BUSfNESS AND PERSONAL

To Sigma Phi Epsllon, We finally
got ROUND-MAN! DECENT! Congratulations to Slg Ep Pledges.

senior so I could get engaged!
"Congrats to Janle & Lenny, Linda
and Doug, and Kathy and Harry!
Best wishes always!

Alpha Phi's we're diggln' your
bench. Guess who???

3rd floor Harmon-Get a sense of

humor-The Vllllans.
Buckle, Thank you for the 10
most wonderful months of my life.
Love, 4B.

Till IISDAY. NOVKXIHKH li. I MM

Tonlte! BGSU Law Society Alphenhorn Room at Petti's 7 p.m. All
Welcome!
Pretty sneaky Seniors, we loved
It! Thanks! Love, Molly Mu.
Migrating
to OU this weekend?
Make the C.I. THURSDAY NIGHT.
BOTH FLOORS OPEN. Playing
this week and next, your favorites.
THE PRIMARY COLORS.
Christmas-Bermuda for information call Ernie Brass 372-2800.
Don't forget : Vote Pattl Shlpman
for S.C. Rep. on Thursday.
Ride needed to O.U. Nov. 7 or 8
Will share expenses Call Chris
352-0155.

Doug- Happy Birthday, Love, Bev.

v

Congratulations Jan - that Sigma
Chi pin looks great- Your Chi
O Pledge sisters.
Molly Mu Is proud of her new
Alpha Lambda Delta lnltates Susan Curry and Sandy Offensend.
CONGRATULATIONS to
Dan &
Chris, Lavallere mates.
Next
step? Slg Ep Pledges.
Congratulations Karen & Dave on
your engagement. When's the wedding? Your Loving cuz & roomie.
Cast and Crew of "Inspector General": Break a leg! You've really
got your stuff together. Love, your
SM.

Needed: Ride to Cornell Frl. or
Sat. Call Pat 2-4814.

To Slg Ep Golden Hearts, Thanks
for a Boss time. Slg Ep Pledges.

ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF introduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00
pm. - 10:30 pm. seven days a
week 352-5330.

LSSD, thanks for the football game
we'd love to tackle you again!
The Pikes.

For an exciting part time Job
that pays $80 to $90 per week,
Call 372-2516, Males only.
Sherman on the march...Zltko on
the go... for Student Council Nov.
6.
Chris, you're the sweetest big I
could ever have, Love from your
little Benny.
Jumping Jack, Happy 19 and Congrats on Joining the S. and P.
club. Dr. Wass.
Mary, With so many clues who
couldn't quess, that you are the
greatest Big Sis. Cathy.
Congratulations Joe & Joyce on
your engagement. Jim and Nlpso.
Linda- No one could ask for a better "Big "! Lovln' you every minute, your Phi Mu "Little" Sherry.

Congratulations to Dennis & Kris
Lavallere Mates. DECENT! Slg
Ep pledges.
LSSD sisters are lovln' their Big
Brothers. Football and pizza are
better with you!
Kevin, "Ears" to your recovery!
Pam-u-la.

By Robert MaitUnd
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Send a message and a self addressed stamped envelope to 140
Kohl Hall, c/0 resident.
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Molly Mu says--" I wish I was a
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Vote Donna Galnor for student
council representative- Today in
the men's gym.

Open 6:45 - Cartoon 7:10
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Congratulations John and Joy on
your lavallerlng! The Brothers of
Phi Kappa Tau.
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PUZZLE

CLA-ZEL

'"EASY RIDER' IS TERRIBLY POWERFUL!"
-RICHARD GOl OSTCIN. N V TIMES

"AN HISTORIC MOVIE!""AN ELOQUENT FILM."
RICHARD SCHICKEL. UII

- ROLAND Gfl AIT. SATURDAY REVIEW

"ASTONISHINGLY PERFECT!" "G0.SQUIRM!"
-ARCHER WiNSIfN NEW YORK POST

-LOOK MAGAfINt

"WILL KNOCK YOU OUT OF YOUR SEAT!"
" EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENT!"
- NEW Hi i' i

The DlTs
Have Found

"THE IMPACT IS DEVASTATING!"
-JUDITH CRIST. NEW YORK MACA/INE

"A MAJOR RAKEHELL FILM !"
"THE REAL THING!" "STUNNING!"

That The

-PENHOPI MlUAfl THE NEW IORKER

TTMJ Iot;tJ FwiKirf:

w,ih ESSY PERSSON

Phi Mu's

Star of "Therese and isabelle"

Best Around

m

"»*»■"• W-O-O" *UO«MH FN.MS Ka

"ROUSING, RHYTHMIC, SPLENDID!"
-ANDREW SARRlS. VIllAGt VOICE

"A VIBRANT, BRUTAL ESSAY."
-PLAYBOV

shown at 7:30

Are the

VHma!!

- CBS RADI

" ELOQUENT, AND IMPORTANT!"

Shown 'it 9:15

-iOSCPM MORGINSICRN. NCWSWCEK

John Wayne

RATED

NooneWnaVr 16

Id's Will h.. cheeked
Bonus L.alp Show

I'M

\ Snt. Only

"The War Wagon"

ea&lRidCR PETER FONDADENNIS HOPPER
M

i JNT*

OtNN ..Hi.'"""
I|"l>« 'jOu'H'IN

FALCON PIZZA
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
4:30 TILL CLOSING

JACK
NICHOLSON

352-1215

-t—«-m*

".■■.•H..M-..•/.»*"dun*
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It's happening today
GERMAN CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the Alumni Room, Union,
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA
Will meet at 5 p.m. In the Alumni Room, Union to discuss membership and a proposed constitution. The meeting Is open to all public
relations majors who are at least sophomores.
LAW SOCIETY
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the Alpenhorn Room, Petti's. Guest speaker
will be Prof. John Sherry of the Akron University Law School, who
will discuss "The law student as a lawyer In the ghetto."
«S«::KS4S:SSW:S

FOLLOW THE FALCONS
AND
GAIN REVENGE!
MIGRATE TO O.U.

Program advice
The University Religious
Activities Commltteeoffersadvice, support, and financial as? si stance to any group sponsorlng a program religious or f
charitable In nature.
Any student having project
suggestions or wanting further
information should contact Beverly Demarsh, 25331 or Jim
(lul'nan, 22081.

BROMFIELD HALL
Will meet at 8:30 p.m. In main lounge for a lecture by Prof. Irwin
Oster, who will speak on laboratory research projects and projects
associated with NASA.
PSYCHLOGY COLLOQUIUM
Will be held at 4 p.m. In 108 of the Psychology building. Guest
speaker will be Prof. Stanley E. Seashore of the University of Michigan, who will discuss "Mental Health in Industry" Interfaced between
Social Physiology." The meeting is open to the public.
PHI BETA LAMBA
Will meet at 8:30 p.m. in the Wayne Room, Union Pictures for che
Key will be taken and new members will be lnltated.
SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
Will meet at 3:15 p.m. in the Taft Room, Union.
PRESS CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the Taft Room, Union. Darrell Landrum,
executive director of WBGU-TV, will speak. The meeting is open to
*11 journalism majors and minors.

Telephone
Operators

Dorsey's Drugs
PIPE SHOPPE

Vote for

500 E. Wooster

MIKE

Ftit~r.i|
Must be able to work day and/*r evenings,
hours, experience not necessary, earn while you leam, pleasant working conditions, regular increases, paid vacations, immediate openings, apply 160 West Wooster, Bowling Green, Northem Ohio Telephone Company.

G.B.D. Pipes
I
Tobaccos

Stop In and
Browse Around

VESTS,
VESTS,
VESTS
Perk up that outfit with
a new vest!

(By The Tracks)

Sprague
A .Better
Student
Council

SPECIAL : STUDENT SERVICES
To and from Athens, Ohio
For Migration Weekend
*LEAVE Friday - November 7 Men's
Gym. 4:15 p.m.
ARRIVE Athens 7:30 p.m.
LEAVE Sunday - November 9 Athens
Ohio 12:15 p.m.
ARRIVE B.G. 4:00 p.m. Men's Gym.
•RESERVATIONS NEEDED Call
WOOSTER SHOP

GREYHOUND

-

Crochet
Knits
Wools
Corduroy

Phone 353-5982

ITS NOT
TOO
EARLY FOR
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING!

POWDER PUFF

HOWARD
PHOTOGRAPHY

525 Ridge St.

432*4 E. Wooster

354-5702
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Breeze bolsters
harrier varsity unit

rt 0 0 s

By JOHN MASS
Sports Writer

A race in any kind of contest
must have the victor and the defeated. In cross country the team
that has their five top runners coming through the gate before the opposing team, wins. As far as
individual efforts are concerned
there are no real defeated members of a squad as each Is a part
of the unit.
Contributing to the Falcon Harrier unit is sophomore Rich
Breeze, scoring for the squad by
constantly gaining fourth or fifth
place on the team.
The education major has proven
himself to be a valuable asset to
the Falcon squad as he has scored
for the team In the upper half
of every race that he finished.
In the recent Notre Dame Invitational, Breeze placed 29th with
a time of 25:30 out of more than
100 runners from 17 top college
teams.
"In varsity competition you have
to get used to Individuals that are
|-N.w. photo by Mik. Pool*
better than you are and accept
UPHILL CLIMB - Sophon.ore
the fact that you have to strive
harrier Rich Breeze will be
harder," said Breeze in comparing
freshman races to varsity.
running
up this hill again on
As a freshmrui, Rich was second
Saturday in the MAC meet, but
man on the team as he marked
hopes to cross the finish line up ninth places in both the freshclosertothe leaders than he has
men MAC and at Notre Dame.
so far.
He also placed 14th in the freshman Central Collegiate Championships.
In outdoor track Rich ran the
steeplechase and long distance. At
a freshman meet with Kent State
he placed second in the mile run
With a time of 4:15.
"Running six miles takes alot
more work than anything I ever
BG's Fall baseball instructional
tackled," said Breeze, "You have
-league concluded Its first season
to have good legs, lots of wind,
last Saturday with an all-league and It Just has to be in your blood."
awards luncheon.
Starting in a Detroit high school,
"Team and Individual ImproveRich got running in his blood as
ment were the most Important he captured the city title in cross
aspects of this fall baseball procountry. He also won city crowns
gram,' ' said head coach Dick in the mile and two-mile run.
Young. "I feel that this fall ses"I love competition and I love
sion was a>tremendous success,
to run but my main problem is
Young added.
that I'm afraid of running a bad
Two individual awards we re pretime In a race so I freeze up,"
sented at the banquet. The first admitted Breeze.
was the most valuable player award
"Rich has great ability to run
which went to Mel Karnehm. The
but lacks confidence In realizing
,other was the coach's award which his potential," said cross country
!was won by Greg Wylie.
coach Mel Brodt, who is trying to
The top five hitters were Mel get Breeze to find his ability
Karnehm (.488); Steve Lewis through physical and mental train(.439); Jack Shelley (.412); Chuck ing.
Rich may lack some confidence
Helnbolt (.408); and Joe Chlrko
In himself but has great admira:.405).
Leading pitchers, based on 10 tion for the team as a whole, as
jr more innings pitched, were they are preparing for the MAC
championships this weekend.
Larry Marshall and Tom Mercer,
"Our team is the best BG has
ooth with ERA'S of 0.00. Other
had and we work well as a group."
op hurlers Included Greg Aldrlch,
Ken Hess, Bill Grein and Bill said Breeze proudly. "We have a
Thomas, all with ERA of under great chance to place high In the
2.00.
MAC and maybe win it.'

Karnehm, Wylie

win awards for
fall baseball

AH Men Interested
In Rushing
A New and Unique Fraternify
Are Cordially Invited To
Alpha Epsilon Pi's
Rush Smoker Tonight,
Thurs, Nov. 6 at 7:00.

□ □ EsEI ISH
THUrtSTlN

TfT

IsHwml

ST.

r
5

EH]

STAY RIGHT THERE
WE DELIVER

fcmd-r - TWUy
4*0MI-i*oA*.

Free Mirery Call

353 1444 or 352-5177
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Wireman bad bait
for defensive line

■Nm photo by Lorry Nighiwandor

SHRINKING SENSATION - Vern
Wireman is realizing that he is
a bullseye for a half tone of bone
and muscle bent on trampling
him to the grass.

By GARY DAVS
Sports Editor
He's a human target, bedecked
In clorox white jersey and trousers, with pressed on letters and
numerals delineating an adequate
bullseye.
Every week a quarterback offers
himself as bait to over a half
ton of onrushlng bone and muscle
bent on trampling him Into the
grass.
To Vern Wlreman, safety Is a
matter of 3.2 seconds and his sole
refuge Is the temporary bodyguard
of his blocking line. Standing only
5'11" , Wlreman appears more
suited to carting a water pall than
a football.
Yet sealed In the small package Is a well conditioned physical frame, an oversized confidence
In an often tlmss underrated offense, and a greater confidence In
his own ability.
"My being cocky Is a real
trait," said Wlreman, "but It's
something a quarterback must be.

Successful season
for soccer squad
"We had a good year but It
could have been better,'' said coach
Mickey Cochrane.
Cochrane was referring to
Bowling Green's record-breaking
soccer season which produced a
record for most goals In a season (27) and fewest goals allowed
(14). The Falcons also shutout four
opponents for a record.
Jim Brewer broke the career
scoring record for BG while trying
the record for total points In one
season (12). Goalie Gary Kovacs
has surpassed the record for most
saves In acareer and may break
the record for most Individual
saves In one season.
The season produced a new mark
for most goals In one game, nine
against Heidelberg.
Also, the
Falcons set a season record for
assists.
"Our big question mark at the
beginning of the season was the
defense and it was answered with
less goals and more shutouts,"
said Cochrane.
Although a record for most
goals In a season was established
this year Cocrane Indicated that BG
could have scored more times.
"We lacked a finishing touch.
We would take the ball down and
a lot of times we took no shot
or a poor shot," said Cochrane.
"We did not reach our full offensive potential."
In this, the fifth year of the soccer program, the Falcons won
more games (7) than ever before.
However, coach Cochrane Indicated that the team should have
beaten both Dayton and Kent State.
I,at year BG had a 5-4-1 record and recorded its first winning season and captured the MAC

e rown. This year the Falcons have
at least a share of the MAC and
could win It all If Ohio University
defeats Kent State Saturday.
Looking to next season, seven
players from this year's squad
will be graduated. Lost will be
senior co-captains Gary Kovacs
and Tom Aslmou. Starting lineman
Al SHva and Jim Brewer will be
gone and so will starters Fred
Welsmann and Dave Suntherland.
Rich Llewellyn also will be missing from next year's team.
Despite the loss of these men,
things are considered bright for
next season by Cochrane. On
defense, starters Bob Gofus and
Jim Pschlrrer will be back and
Jeff Saams and Howy Slegel have
had game experience. In the goal
Al Sandberg has had game, experience and will be backed by
John Esslg.
At halfback, the loss of Welsmann could be considered serious
as he and Wolfgang Petrasko are
"considered two of the best In
the state," said Cochrane. Mike
Kamlenski has had game experience at tie halfback spot.
"Brewer will be the big one
to replace," Cochrane said, "we
will need a scorer." Coming back
will be Don Gable and Ed Marsman on the left side. Cochrane
indicated that three of this year's
freshmen, Chris Bartels, Joe Coat
and Norman Dykes are expected
to help out. All have had game
experience this year. Also expected to lend a hand on offense
Is BUI Mlnarik.

in fact the whole team needs to
be this way; to say they are better
than another."
"I have a great deal of confidence In myself because of what
they have taught me, " he added
praising his coaches.
Of course the confidence is
useless without some credentials,
and Vern has an arsenal of ammunition reflected in consistent
accuracy.
Wlreman tops the league with his
51 completions in 97 tries for a
torrid 52 per cent mark. In all
games, he's hit on 96 of 179 tosses.
"My receivers and offensive line
are my strongest point," said
Wlreman. "Why I could read a
book back there a couple times."
"I have an alloted 3.2 seconds
to get off my pass and the line
does a great Job," he continues.
"I can only think of once when I
got hit.
Against someone like
Toledo I got hit after releasing
the ball but that's not the line's
fault."
The choice core of receivers
Vern lauds Includes Bob Zlmpfer
(32 grabs), Fred Mathews (38)
and Steve I.arming (18).
"Usually they're open, but
sometimes when I go back Into the
pocket I start dancing to give the
receivers a little more time and
then I get in trouble," he said.
"Coach tells me I'm taking too
much time back there, he wants
me to go back and If the receiver is covered, then run," said
Wlreman. "I guess my running
needs Improvement but I really
haven't run that much. On the
option when I run down the line
trying to draw the end, they've
been taking me so I pitch back."
"When he learns to run then
he'll go from a real good quarterback to a great one," said coach
Don Nehlen, "and I'm sure he'll
get there."
"I run as hard as I can and
don't worry," Wlremansald. "it's
when you slow down and get scared
that you get hurt.
"His own
physical conditioning and the protective line should help Insure
his longevity as the Falcons'
signal-caller.
Using the combination of protection and open targets, Vern
challenged a muddy Marshall gridiron to complete 27 passes and
set eight new team and Individual
marks. Fumbles and Interceptions have a sobering affect on the
most successful occasions and
likewise with the record-setting
afternoon.
"All I know Is that we had eight
fumbles and four were mine," he
lamented.
"I have a habit of
carrying the ball exposed and It
was my own fault. It was hard
to throw on deep patterns but the
rain fell on both sides of the
field."
"The quarterback must shake It

Booters on list
for NCAA bid
The NCAA soccer tournament selections for the Midwest are In the process of
being completed and there Is
a good chance that Bowling
Green will be offered a chance
to play In the tourney.
Four teams will be selected
from •he Midwest and Falcon
coach Mickey Cochrane has
Indicated that three of the four
spots have been filled but there
are three teams in the running
for the fourth spot. In addition to BG, Dayton, and
Southern Illinois are being
considered.
Teams are considered for
the tourney after they have
won seven games In regular
season play.
The final selections for the
tourney will be announced late
next week.
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BLACK AND BLUE -• Goalie Gary Kovac* is clad in black as
usual, but has separated himself from the goal to engage in the
activity which often results in black and blue marks.

GOOD PROTECTION - Although coach Don Nehlen would like
quarterback Vern Wireman to run more, you can't beat this protection and Vern's passing statistics, 96-179 for a .511 percentage in seven games.
-Nowi photo by Lorry Nighswonder

off though even if 'the guys get
down on him a little," said Wireman. Mlscues are damaging but
without Vern's generalship on the
field they would probably never be
equalized.
"Vern Is a fine leader," said
coach Nehlen, "and he has come
along well In reading defenses,
rotations and secondaries."
Nehlen calls the basic plays
and Vern the formations. His
education In defenses has progressed far enough to successfully
"automatic" 40 per cent of the
time.
' Dsfenses are not hard to learn,
because coach works with us and
he can pick apart defenses like
crazy," said Vern.
"Marshall threw a C-2 at us and

that left only three deep backs,"
explained Wlreman about the
record setting contest. "We had
one man driving deep and another
in the flats and dumped It ot him.
The muddy field is to the receiver's advantage and we picked
them apart pretty good."
"We went down there with a
good attitude but after scoring in
seven plays we probably got overconfident" said Vern. "We were
trying to play catch-up as the field
got worse."
The Falcons next play Ohio University at Athens.
"We are down yes, but we hope
to break loose Saturday.
"Playing Ohio University has
been on my mind since last season," said Wlreman.

Kovacs.comeback
player of year
By JACK CARLE
Sports Writer
A figure clad In black with a blue
beret stands guarding the goal as
the last line of defense for the
Bowling Green soccer Falcons.
As a save Is made either in
practice or In a game, the cry
of "way to go Chop-Chop", and
"nice save Chopper" ring out
over the playing field.
An inspiration to the defense and
the entire team by the way he plays
is Gary Kovacs, "Chop-Chop"
himself, not big enough to play
football so soccer became his
sport.
One thing anyone can say about
Kovacs is that he never gives up.
At least twice this year he has
been knocked down and has not
gotten up right away. This is
unusual for Kovacs and the concern for his physical condition
shows on the face of his fellow
players as well as on the face
of coach Mickey Cochrane.
Both Unit's that he fell in battle
Kovacs has risen to finish the
game. Against the Wooster Scots,
Kovacs was knocked down and
kicked In the head but after ten
minutes on the ground he got
up
and finished shutting out
the Scots 1-0. Kovacs spent that
night In the Student Health Center.
The Saturday of the same week
Kovacs was felled against Dayton,
being kicked in the side. He
finished the game and it was not
until later that he had to be taken
to the hospital with a kidney contusion. That injury kept him In
the hospital for six days and he
missed one game.
However the same day he got
out of the hospital he was at practice and started the last game of
the season, two days later, and
helped the Falcons to a 4-2 win

over OSU.
"I felt I should play against
Ohio State because I am a senior and it was the last game,
but if I couldn't play 100 per
cent I wouldn't be out there on
the field," said Kovacs.
"Chopper" was new to the sport
when he first went out for the
team three years ago but has
learned the game well, lettered
for three years and was elected
co-captain this past season.
"Gary has been an excellent
leader for two years," said Cochrane.
"Gary has been a leader both
on and off the field because he
Is older and more mature than the
other players," said Cochrane.
"Being co-captain of the team Is
Just like being a sargeant in the
army again," said Kovacs.
Kovacs chose the position of
goalie for several reasons, one
because the position is one of
the easiest to learn for a beginner because the footwork Is
not as hard, and because the position allows them to continue to
use their hands, unlike the other
positions.
"The goal is the best position*
for a beginner, but it Is a hard
position to play," said Cochrane.
"Every goalie has to expect to
get hurt at least once in the
season, it's nothing to worry about when you come out of the
net," said Kovacs.
Kovacs led the Falcons' defense
to their best year this season allowing only 14 goals to be scored
In ten gamss.
Everyone connected with the
soccer team had hoped for a better mark then the 7-3 record this
season and Kovacs seems to have
the reason why.
"We out-played two of the teams
that beat us but the team was so. |
young It could not adjust itself'
to certain situations on the field.","

